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The Team

Jerime Bernhardt
Jerime is currently an experience
design director at FreemanXP, a global
experience marketing agency. He received
his M.A. in Architecture and a B.F.A. in
Interior Design from the University of
Idaho, and has over 10 years of experience
in architectural, interior, visual, interaction
and product design. He has a 12 year old
basset hound that is adorable.
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Denise Borges
Denise is a user experience designer at
IMS Health. She works primarily with the
marketing automation software, Nexxus
Marketing, by conducting user research
and doing software design. Prior to IMS
Health, she worked as an interaction
designer at Amazon. Her work included
establishing the interaction model for
search for the 2015 Fire Tablet release.
Denise also enjoys traveling and painting
during her spare time.

Allison Chambliss
Allison is a user researcher at User
Research International. At URI she
conducts user research for a variety
of companies, such as Microsoft and
Amazon, to improve their products. Prior
to working at URI, Allison worked at the
University of Washington Libraries as a UX
Engineer. Her work included re-designing
a website and conducting several usability
studies. Allison also likes drinking cider
and putting together sets of Lego’s.
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India Irish
India holds a B.S. in Computer Science
from Spelman College. After completing
undergrad, she immediately furthered
her education at the University of
Washington. India has an interest in User
Experience Research and has interned
as a UX Researcher for Nike Inc. Her
role at Nike required her to assist with
the new Nike mobile applications used
for the 2016 Olympics. After graduating
from University of Washington, India will
be working full time as a Human Factor
Engineer for Intel.
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Executive Summary
Introduction

Our Solution

Our capstone project focuses on providing the residents of luxury apartment
buildings with a unique digital experience that matches the quality of the physical
space. We partnered with Clise Properties, Inc. to explore this area and potentially
provide the residents of their building on 2202 8th Avenue with this technology.

Liv2202 is a building integrated system for residents of the currently under
construction 2202 8th Avenue high rise residential building in downtown Seattle. It is
a responsive design meant to be usable on desktop, tablet or mobile devices.
The system is focused on empowering the residents of 2202 to get the most out
of their building. The project is broken down into three main sections of interest
informed by our previous research.

Problem Space
One of our group members was the Lead Architectural Designer for the 2202 8th
Avenue site. He knew that the owners of this property, Clise Properties, Inc. were
interested in offering their residents a unique and innovative living experience. We
met with Clise Properties, Inc. and they agreed to be our sponsor for this project. We
had to work with the constraints of the current building plans and therefore focused
on software rather than hardware.

1. The MY ACCOUNT section offers the resident the opportunity to manage all

After conducting interviews with current residents of luxury apartments, we found
that the current resident portals were poorly designed. They frequently offered a lot
of tools that were unknown or of little use to residents. Residents used these portals
only for basic tasks such as paying rent, and even these basic experiences could
have been improved. To meet the needs of our users and the desires of our clients,
we decided to create a resident portal that would allow residents to easily complete
essential tasks while also providing them with better knowledge and access to
the amenities available in their building and an opportunity to connect with other
residents.

3. The MY AMENITIES section contains all of the pertinent information for the

of their bills, interact with the building management team, and manage their
guests. The information shared by the resident in their account setup is used to
personalize the information shown to them in the other two sections.

2. The MY COMMUNITY section offers the resident a place to share interests, find
and post events and share products and services to like-minded residents.

array of building amenities. The resident can reserve spaces, find out detailed
information and see how busy the spaces are in real time.

COMMUNITY

PERSONAL

BUILDING

Design Question
“How can we empower residents of luxury apartment buildings to better
utilize the amenities available and improve their communication with
management and other residents?”

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Design Process
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Process Overview
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User Interviews
We began this project by conducting user interviews. The research team conducted our
first round of user research interviews in order to better identify the needs of our target
users and create our personas. We interviewed 6 young professionals who currently live
in luxury apartments about their experiences. We asked questions about their overall likes
and dislikes of their apartment building, their relationship with management, their use of
amenities, and their perception of the building’s community. Each session took about an
hour to complete.

Our Findings
Finding 1

Finding 6

Recreational amenities such as the gym, pools, and dog parks are a draw for new
residents.

Residents appreciate when management is accessible.

Finding 7

Finding 2

Residents respond positively to respectful, sincere leasing agents.

Current resident portals have essential but basic functionality.

Finding 8

Finding 3

Residents use rooftop gardens to host guests and socialize with their neighbors.

Messaging boards for residents are frequently used for complaints and rarely used
for making connections between neighbors.

Finding 9

Finding 4

Residents would like the convenience of communicating with management via a
mobile app, but would need to be notified if it is available.

Most residents prefer a quieter living environment in luxury high rise buildings.

Finding 5
Residents are more likely to socialize and create relationships with their neighbors if
they find out that they have something in common, such as owning a dog.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Competitive Analysis

Personal

Building

Community

Features:
•

Connect people based on Interest

•

Communicate via messaging.

•

Set up events.

•

Share information.

•

Connect people based on location.

•

Neighborhood safety alerts

•

Share recommendations within neighborhood.

•

See alerts from neighborhoods nearby.
•

Reserve amenities.

•

Display amenity rules

•

Amenity reservation calendar

•

Real time amenity usage information

•

Management communication portal

•

Pay rent and utilities online.

•

Request online maintenance.

•

Automated package delivery system.

•

Online lease renewal.

•

Buy/bundle utilities(Internet, cable, etc)

•

Real time utility usage

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

GroupMe

We did a competitive analysis with five applications to look at what similar products were
already available on the market. The first two applications we looked at were products that
solved similar problems related to our theme of connecting residents within a community.
The following applications are more widely used and contain features that we are interested
in investigating such as groups, messaging, and creating events within established groups.

Meet up

03•13•2016

Next Door

Facebook
Groups

Active
Building

Liv2202
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Survey
We created a survey to determine which of our findings from our user interviews
apply to a wider audience. Our user profile, developed by information gathered from
our client, is an individual at a specific income level, who lives in a luxury apartment
building in an urban area. We were interested in residents of all ages.

Collection Methods

Survey Results

We used two methods to collect responses for our survey:

1. Most residents know less than 8 people in their building.

A. The first method was to post the survey link on websites such as Facebook,

Survey A: 100% Survey B: 75%

Craigslist, and Reddit with a description of the survey. This survey contained 4
screener questions that disqualified users who did not fit our profile.

2. Most residents rarely or do not go to building-hosted events.

B. The second method was to pay SurveyMonkey to collect responses for us from

Survey A: 64% Survey B: 36%; 56% of respondents live in buildings that do not
host events

individuals who rent the place where they live and have a salary of $75,000 or
more. (We wanted as much participation as possible and the salary range in
survey monkey jumps drastically in the interval level above 75-200K)

3. Many residents would like to attend interest-centric events in their building.

The first collection method resulted in 11 complete surveys from younger respondents
(21 - 49). The second collection method resulted in 36 complete surveys from older
respondents (82% over 45).

Survey A: 82% Survey B: 78%

4. Many residents rated their building’s sense of community as slightly strong or
not at all strong.					
Survey A: 72% Survey B: 44%

5. Most residents use their online portals for paying bills and submitting
maintenance requests.
Survey A: 64% for both Survey B: 25% paying bills; 22% submitting maintenance

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Survey
Analysis
Our surveys supported several findings from our interviews. From our survey and
interviews, we determined that most residents of luxury apartment buildings do not
know many people in their building and do not feel a strong sense of community.
This was less true in our second survey, so it may apply less to older residents. We
also validated our hypothesis that interest-centric events would be a good option
to promote interactions between residents. Further studies would be needed to
determine if residents would consistently attend these events and if it would provide
a greater sense of community in the building.
We also determined that if residents have access to an online portal, they mostly
use it for essential functions and do not frequently use the social features in place of
their normal social media applications (Facebook, Twitter etc.). As residents rarely
communicate with other residents using their building’s online portal and also make
more meaningful connections through in-person interactions, our focus will be to
promote in-person interactions between residents with common interests.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Personas
We developed personas based on the research we gathered. These personas
represented the users we were designing for and helped provide our client with
context of the design problem.

Matt

Annie

Our primary persona, Matt, represented wealthy, young, professional residents who
want to live close to work and spend their free time on their hobbies rather than
running errands or sitting in traffic. Matt is kept busy with his work and in order to
spend his weekends hiking he orders everything online. Living close to work allows
him to walk his dog at lunch.

Our secondary persona, Annie, represented wealthy empty-nesters who like having
a place in the city. Annie and her husband Steve frequently travel and love to spend
their time sailing around the Puget Sound area. When they are home, they like to
entertain and have friends over to their luxury apartment for activities like wine
tastings or dinner parties.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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User Stories
High Level Goals

Stories

Based on the user interviews, our findings, the competitive analysis, and survey
results, our users will expect the solution to have the following base level
functionality:

1. As a resident, I want know more about the amenities within my building so that I

•

Pay bills

•

Receive alerts

•

Submit maintenance request

•

Communicate with management

•

Display availability of amenities

can fully take advantage of them.

2. As a resident, I want to meet people I have similar interests with within my building
so that I have friends nearby.
3. As a resident, I want to be able to quickly manage my bills in one place so that I
can concentrate on other things.

The value of community was a qualitative theme noted throughout our interviews.
We also discovered that 80% of our survey respondents (n = 60) said they had
little to no community within their buildings. We propose the following additional
functionality for our final product:
•

Share information with other residents

•

Report issues within the community

•

Connect with residents based on similar interests

4. As a resident, I want to have good communication with my building’s management
so that I can be assured that I will have help when I need it.
5. As a resident, I want to learn about events in my building so that I can add them
to my schedule and meet people within my building.

6. As a resident, I want to be able to track when my packages arrive so that I can
make sure I receive them.

7. As a resident, I want the account creation process to be simple so that I don’t
have to reproduce a social profile that already exists.

8. As a resident, I want to be able to connect with other residents within my building
so that I can leverage the community knowledge around me.
9. As a resident, I want to easily accommodate my friends so that they can visit me.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Concept Sketches
Once our user scenarios were established, we created concept sketches to explore
different options for our user interface. Each group member sketched a potential
way to meet the need represented in each user story. For instance, user story 1
represented the desire of users to know more about amenities in order to take full
advantage of what their building has to offer. Our sketches included solutions such
as an amenity calendar that allows residents to view when an amenity is reserved or
frequently used and an amenity dashboard that allows users to learn more about and
reserve amenities. After sharing and discussing our sketches, we chose the best ones
to make up our design concept.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Initial Sitemap

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION

PERSONAL
INFORMATION

Reviewing our sketches as a group helped us identify common areas that our
final product should provide:

BUILDING
INFORMATION

USEFUL
SOLUTION

1. Community
•

Residents can share information, report issues, and find out about ways
to connect with other residents with similar interests.

2. My Account
•

Residents can pay their bills, receive alerts, submit maintenance requests,
and communicate with building management.

Event Details Page
Create Event
Community

3. Amenities
•

Message Poster

Events

Classified Details Page

Residents can view amenities, make reservations, learn about their
availability, and find out in real time if it is too crowded.

Message Poster

Classifieds
Create Classified Ad
Bills
Maintenance Requests

Submit Request

Contact Management
Home

My Account
Messages
Request Guest Pass
My Guests
Edit Guest List
Edit Account

Gym
Spa

Make Reservation

Amenities
Rooftop Deck

Reserve Grill

Amenity

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Prototype V1
We designed a low fidelity interactive prototype using Axure. This helped us look
at how our user scenarios would function and gave our client a better sense of
what the final product could look like. Along with the prototype we provided an
interaction spec that deep dived into the interaction model of our prototype.

Live2202

1

COMMUNITY

Live2202

Hi!

AMENITIES

MY ACCOUNT

3

Live2202

Hi!

COMMUNITY

AMENITIES

MY ACCOUNT

COMMUNITY

4

Rooftop Deck
b.

Rooftop Deck

c.

a.
c.

d.
e.

g.

e.

h.
M

W

TH

F

S

g.

h.

Start Time:

SU

End Time:
Live Feed:

5

Rooftop
Deck

Navigation. There are three main pages: Community,
My Account, and Amenities. This is the ‘Amenities’ page.

3

Amenities sections. Users can access different amenity
detail pages from this point. These detail pages appear
within modals and give detailed information about that
specific amenity.

4
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T

Reserve Grill area A:
Date:

f.

Spa

2

6

a.

d.
f.

Gym

b.

AMENITIES

MY ACCOUNT

Average usage:

2

1

Hi!

a. Grill area

reserve

f. Chef’s Kitchen

reserve

b. Grill area

reserve

g. Great room

c. Grill area

reserve

h. Conference
Center

d. Grill area
e. Oudoor kitchen

5

Live Feed:
a. Grill area

reserve

f. Chef’s Kitchen

reserve

reserve

b. Grill area

reserve

g. Great room

reserve

reserve

c. Grill area

reserve

h. Conference
Center

reserve

reserve

d. Grill area

reserve

reserve

e. Oudoor kitchen

reserve

Section Modal. Different amenities open in modals.
This example shows the ‘Rooftop Deck’ amenity page.
It displays items to reserve, a visualization of average
usage and a live feed image.
Exit Icon. Users can exit the modal by tapping or
clicking the ‘x’ icon.

03•13•2016

5

6

Submit

Detail Button. Users can select an amenity to open a
detail card. This example opens the reservations detail
card for the selected amenity area.
Detail Card. The Detail Cards appear within modals and
with detailed information. This example is the card used
for reserving the grill area amenity.
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Initial Usability Study
Once the low-fidelity prototype was created, we conducted a usability study
in order to identify if the information architecture is intuitive, uncover issues
with usability and terminology, and identify what interactions users expect.
We tested our prototype with 3 young professionals and 3 students who
currently live or have lived in an apartment complex. Participants were given
the scenario that they have recently moved to a luxury apartment in downtown
Seattle to be close to their job and their new apartment has a resident portal
that they will be using to complete their tasks. They were then given 8 tasks
that required participants to explore different sections of the prototype.
The moderator asked probing questions after each task to gather additional
feedback.

Amenities
• Provide detailed information on reservable amenities.
• Do not provide a live feed of amenities.
• Provide a calendar view of when amenities have already been booked.
• Indicate any rules that apply to reservable amenities.
• Consider making the map view interactive.
• Change “Average Usage” to “Popular Times”.

From our usability study, we found that the overall information architecture is
intuitive. However, many sections needed additional information about what
users could do. We also found that a Messages feature in the Community
section was unexpected and unnecessary.

Package Notifications
• Allow users to set their notification preferences.

Recommendations:
General
• Make emergency contact numbers easily discoverable.
• Provide more information at-a-glance on the My Accounts section to make it look
more like a landing page.
• Indicate that each section is personal to the user (e.g. My Amenities, My Community).
• Consider providing some temporary tools for residents who are moving in or moving
out.
Contact Management
• Provide separate Submit Maintenance Request button.
• Consider changing the name My Account to something else, such as My Apartment.
• Provide way to submit complaints anonymously or without the tenants knowing who
it was.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Bills
• In the Bills section, indicate any rules such as splitting payments or making
multiple payments for one bill.
• Display amount of each bill on the list of bills.
• On the list of bills, indicate which bills have already been paid.
• Provide option to compare usage to personal average usage.
• Provide option for recurring payments in Bills.
• Send receipt to user after the user pays a bill.
• Allow users to save their payment information in the Bills section.
• Provide an option to pay all bills at once.
• Consider allowing users to pay by selecting pay now and receive a pop up
confirmation rather than having to input the amount.
• Allow users to see previous payments on the Bills section.

03•13•2016

Events
• Provide a list view and/or calendar view of events.
• In the Events section, provide details about the event, such as time, place, and
description.
• Allow users to RSVP from the Events section of the website.
• Provide the option to receive a notification or reminder for events that users are
attending.
• Display how many people have already RSVP’d for an event.
• Consider providing a messaging board for an event.
Community
• Do not include Messages in Community.
Guest
• Consider allowing users to give temporary keys to their guest.
• Do not require users to provide a lot of information when requesting guest pass
or parking pass.

17
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Prototype V2
The design team built a high-fidelity prototype using Axure to re-test our design
changes. Our design changes are outlined in the Concept Specification starting on
page 20. The research team took the prototype and tested it with users to illicit
feedback. We have included the findings as a catalyst for improving the product in
the next iteration.
The final prototype can be viewed at the following link:
http://3tp0km.axshare.com

MY ACCOUNT Dashboard

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Second Usability Study
Recommendations:

We tested 8 participants over the course of a day with our second version of the
prototype on an iPad Mini. This usability study validated the information architecture
of the application with its high success rate of the tasks completed by participants.
It also validated our design decisions to include a separate ‘Submit Maintenance
Request’ Section Selector, to include a calendar in the Rooftop Deck Modal, and to
include more details in the Manage My Bills Modal, Rooftop Deck Modal, Manage My
Guests Modal and Events Modal.

Management Requests
•
•

Though participants liked the existing information, they expressed a desire for
additional information in each of those sections. Participants were also unaware that
they were able to make amenities reservations, set notification preferences, and allow
building entry to guests by providing their guests’ information ahead of time. This
caused some delays and task failures.

Bills
•
•

Provide details on what actions have been taken to fulfill their request.
Provide pre-populated categories to choose from to minimize what information
needs to be included.
Incorporate an additional screen after tapping the ‘Pay Now’ call-to-action
button that requires the user to confirm the payment method and amount.
Provide an option to view billing history.

Amenities
•

It should be noted that the interactive map interaction that causes the detail
information to slide in from the right was not a part of the prototype in the
study. This interaction requires testing.

Events
•
•
•

Allow users to see who is coming to events.
Display the end time for events.
Display if residents are allowed to bring guests.

Guest
•
•

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Provide more information about registering guests.
Have a way to save guests who do not visit on a regular basis.
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Concept
Specification

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Site Map: Iteration 2
Site Map Design Changes
A big part of the testing in phase 3 focused on the product architecture. It was
clear that some of the assumptions that we made about what a user would
expect to find in dashboard section were not correct. We also decided to get
rid of wholesale sections like community messaging. The current site map
reflects a more comprehensive view of the product, where all of the building
amenities and necessary forms have been added.

Current site map:
Sign in

Dashboards

Section
Modals

Detail Cards

Event Details Page
Events

Forms

RSVP Form
Add Event Form

My Community
Classified Details Page
Classifieds

Add Classified Form

Bills
My Management Portal
Log In

My Account

Accessed by both:
“CONTACT 2202 TEAM”
”SUBMIT MAINTEANCE REQUEST”

Manage Guests

Request Form

Add Guest Form

Manage account preferences
New Account

Add Account Form

Gym

My Amenities

Spa
Rooftop Deck
Yoga Room
7th Floor terrace
Dog Spa

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Sign In
Elements
1

Product Logo Location

2

Welcome Message

3

Account Welcome and User Image
1

4

3

Sign in Form, Residents sign up through the application with their
personal email and password.

5

2

Footer, With building address and building management contact
information.

4

5

* This screen was not part of the final usability study
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Sign In Page
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Navigation
Switching Between Dashboards Interactions

The user can either swipe right or left (tablet/mobile) or touch/click (desktop/
laptop) on the navigation labels to access the other dashboards.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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Dashboards
Page Elements
1

Section Selector, E.G. YOGA ROOM modal is opened when
selected.

2

Section Selector, E.G. GYM modal is opened when selected.

3

Section Selector, E.G. SPA modal is opened when selected.

4

Section Selector, E.G. DOG SPA modal is opened when selected.

5

Section Selector, E.G. 7TH FLOOR TERRACE modal is opened
when selected.

6

Section Selector, E.G. ROOFTOP DECK modal is opened when
selected.

Dashboards
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

1

2

3

4

5

6

Example: MY AMENITIES Dashboard
03•13•2016
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My Amenities
Opening an Amenities Section Modal

D

Tapping or clicking on the Section Selector will open the Section Modal for
that section. The Section Modal appears as a shadow box with the Dashboard
darkened behind.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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My Amenities
Interactive Amenities Plan

Tapping or clicking on the Amenities Plan will open the detail information related
to that section. The Amenity Information slides (and if it is an amenity that is able
to be reserved in the Reservations Calendar) in from the right and the Popular
Times Graph changes to information on the selected amenity area.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

03•13•2016
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My Amenities
Popular Times Graph

The user can either swipe left to right (tablet/mobile) or touch/click (desktop/
laptop) on ‘Popular Times’ in the graph to change the graph to show residents per
hour.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

The user can either swipe left to right (tablet/mobile) or touch/click (desktop/
laptop) on ‘Popular Months’ in the graph to change the graph to show residents
per month.

03•13•2016
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My Amenities
Reservations Calendar

The user can either swipe up or down (tablet/mobile) or click (desktop/laptop)
on the scroll bar to change and see more days. Touching/Clicking on a specific
day will change the hourly calendar to that day.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

The user can either swipe up or down (tablet/mobile) or click (desktop/laptop) on
the scroll bar to see more hours of the day.

03•13•2016
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My Amenities
Reservations Calendar

September
October
November
December
January

Selecting the fly-out icon creates a drop down that stays on the screen until the
user touches/clicks outside of the calendar. The user touches/clicks to select a
different month.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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My Amenities
Amenity Modal Elements
1

Amenity Plan , a map of the amenity layout.
*1b, The rooftop deck which has multiple amenity areas has an interactive amenity plan
which changes the Popular Times Graph, Amenity Information and Reservation Calendar
to match the selected area on the Amenity plan indicated by the letter designation.

2

Popular Times Graph, aggregates information from the occupancy
sensors and plots usage over time. There are three display options
by day, by month, by time.

3

Amenity Information, displays name, amenity features list, rules and
use occupancy sensor reading to display whether it is in use or not.

4

Reservation Calendar, an interactive calendar that allows residents to
choose a date and time to see if the amenity is available to reserve.

1b

3

2

4

*Only necessary for ROOFTOP DECK and 7TH FLOOR TERRACE modals

5

Reserve Button, resident clicks to reserve corresponding date and time.

1

3

2

4

5

5

*Typical Layout for all Amenity Modals
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Responsiveness
Tablet to Mobile

The Section Selectors were designed on a module that would allow them to
stack vertically when the screen width gets below 700px.
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Responsiveness
Tablet to Desktop/Laptop

The background stretches to fill, the footer elements pin to the bottom of the
window, and the line in the mast head stretches across the window.
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Reflection
What would we have done differently?
What do we wish we knew?

We would have had a different focus than our client.

We did not realize how time-consuming the deliverables would be.

No one in our team had the time to meet with our client regularly due to the short
duration of the quarter, our limited free time, and the amount of time needed to
complete the milestones. As such, we were not able to suggest a different focus
for our client when the research started to point us in a different direction. Our
client was interested in an internet of things project but our user research did not
reveal needs directed us towards that space. Our research revealed that the current
resident portals were poorly designed so we focused on innovating the portal user
interface.

All our group members work full-time and can only work on school projects nights
and weekends. When we made our initial timeline, we had been thinking that this
time would be spent doing the actual research, ideation, and design work. We soon
realized that this time was greatly reduced due to the amount of time it took to create
deliverables with the appropriate level of detail.
We focused so much on creating the milestones and submitting assignments that we
felt constrained. We did not feel as though we had the time or flexibility to reflect or
change direction.

We did not realize that producing artifacts that were designed to be client-facing
would not be acceptable milestones. At the beginning of the quarter, we had a more
professional mindset for Capstone. We wanted to research and design with our
client in mind in order to have a more real-world experience. However, after receiving
feedback on our milestones we realized that this mindset did not fit in with the
mindset of our instructors. If we had realized that from the beginning, we may have
decided to abandon our polished milestone approach as it seemed to conflict the
expectations for the course.

We would have focused solely on research and ideation.
We needed to conduct research in order to identify the needs of our users and to
meet our instructors’ expectations. However, trying to fit research, ideation, and
design into one quarter left us unsatisfied with the results of each phase. As the
quarter progressed, it became increasingly apparent that we were overly ambitious
with our timeline. We felt rushed and became frustrated and stressed as the workload
seemed to increase each week.

We were interested in the community aspect of apartment living but were hesitant
to focus on the space because we didn’t think our client would be receptive to
the concept as our focus. As we later realized that our client was already thinking
of purchasing Active Building, we could have narrowed our scope to building
communities within apartment buildings or urban environments.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

10 weeks would be a sufficient amount of time to recruit appropriate participants,
conduct research using several methods, reflect on the results, and brainstorm
creative solutions to the problem space. Focusing on research or design may have
helped us to feel less rushed and as a result the project would be more inspired and
creative.
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User Interviews
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User Interview Study Goals
Our interviews focused on high resident’s
experiences in their current buildings:
We asked:
•

Why did you choose your apartment building?

•

What do you like and dislike about your living situation?

•

What amenities do you use and why?

•

What would make you want to move out?

•

What is the community like in your building?

•

How do you feel about the management of your building?

*The interviews were semi structured and conversational. We wanted to get a deeper sense for
why residents make choices.
What keeps them from using a particular amenity?
What makes them want to be friends with one neighbor and not the other?
What building functionality do they find the most troublesome?

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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User Interview Participant Profile
Participants:
We chose participants who currently live or have previously lived in a luxury apartment building.
Our method of sampling was convenience sampling. We reached out to people we knew to find
participants who fit the profile. All interview note data can be found in the appendix section.

Participant Number

Age

Profession

Education

1

37

Crime Scene Investigator

Bachelors in Criminal Justice

2

3

35

25

Interior Designer

Salary

Location

$75,000+
combined

The Gatsby
Apartments
Capitol Hill,
Seattle, WA

$75,000+

Moda Apartments
Belltown
Seattle, WA

Bachelors in Interior Design

Electrical Engineer

M.S. in Electrical Engineering

$75,000+

Escala Building
Downtown Seattle
Seattle, WA

4

31

Graduate Student

M.A. in Counseling Psychology
M.S. in HCDE (in progress)

5

29

Business Operations
Manager

M.B.A.

$75,000+

Belltown, WA

6

26

Investment Banker

M.B.A.

$75,000+

London, UK

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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User Interview Questions
1. Where do you currently live?

7. Does your apartment building host events?

•

Tell me about the experience of living there. Amenities? People? Location?

•

If yes, how do you find out about them?

•

Why did you choose to live there?

•

How often do you go to them?

•

When did you move in?

•

What were the deciding factors in choosing this building?

•

What are your current apartment’s pet amenities and policies?

•

Have you or are you planning to renew your lease?

•

Is there anything that you like or dislike about your building related to your

•

How long do you expect to stay? Why?

8. Do you have any pets?

pet?

2. What amenities do you use most in your building and why?

9. Is there anything in particular that you like or dislike about your current living

3. What amenities do you use least in your building and why?

situation?

4. Who do you live with?

10. Where did you live before this?

•

What do they think of the apartment building?

•

Tell me about the experience of living there. Amenities? People? Location?

•

Have they said anything about their experience?

•

Why did you decide to leave?

5. Did you know anyone in the building before you moved?

•

Have you lived in a house before?

6. Do you know any of your neighbors?

•

what is different about your routine living in an apartment?

•

what do you like better, what is worse?

•

How did you meet them?

•

How and when do you usually interact?

•

What does it mean to be a good neighbor?

•

How does your current apartment building handle packages?

•

What would you like to know more about your neighbors?

•

Do any particular instances of receiving a package come to mind? Can you

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

11. Do you frequently receive packages?
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User Interview Questions
tell me about it?
12. Have you had to submit any maintenance requests?
•

What were they for?

•

How did you make the request?

•

How prompt was the response?

•

Was the issue resolved?

13. What has your experience been with the building’s management?
•

Who have you interacted with?

•

What did you think of them?

14. If you were to move somewhere else, where would it be? Why?

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Survey
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Survey Questions
Screener Questions(Survey A):
Do you rent or own the place where you live?

To only collect data from respondents who fit our user profile, we disqualified
respondents who do not rent.

What type of living space do you rent?

As we are only interested in residents of apartment buildings, we disqualified
respondents who did not select “apartment” or “condo”.

What is your approximate household income?

As residents of luxury apartment buildings have a high income, we disqualified
respondents who made less than $75,000.

What is your age?

We accepted respondents over 17 and factored age into our analysis.

Screener Questions(Survey B):
The responses we purchased from SurveyMonkey had two conditions for respondents:
that they rent their living space and have a salary of $75,000 or more. Because this
already narrowed down our audience, we only had 2 screener questions for this survey:

What type of living space do you rent?
How old are you?

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Survey Questions
Apartment Building Questions(Both Surveys):
How many floors are in your building?
This question was used to determine if respondents live in a high rise.
How long have you lived in your building?
How long a resident has lived in an apartment building can affect their experience with
the apartment community.
What kind of area do you live in?
We are most interested in respondents in a city or urban area.
What amenities does your complex offer? (Check all that apply)
To answer this question, we provided a list of amenities based on our interviews. This
question informed us about what amenities are most common. It also helped us to
identify which respondents live in a building most similar to that of our client.
The last time you planned to use an amenity in your building but decided not to,
what was the reason for not using the amenity?
From our interviews, we found that residents often do not take advantage of their
building’s amenities. We wanted to find out if there was something about the building
or amenity that contributed to this pattern.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Survey Questions
Community Focused Questions(Both Surveys):
Not including anyone you live with, how many people in your building do you know?
Our interviewees did not know many people in their building. We wanted to know if this
was true for most residents.
How often do you go to building-hosted community events?
Our interviewees did not attend many building-hosted community events. We wanted to
know if this was true for most residents and if many apartment buildings offered events.
How strong is the sense of community in your building?
Our interviewees did not feel a strong sense of community. We wanted to know if this
was true in other apartment buildings.
What do you like most about your next-door neighbor?
We wanted to learn what behavior residents value the most in their neighbors.
What do you like least about your next-door neighbor?
We wanted to learn what behavior residents find most problematic in their neighbors.
If your building arranged these types of events or clubs, which of the following would
you be interested in attending? (Check all that apply)
From our interviews, we found that residents are more likely to make meaningful
connections with their neighbors if they have a common interest. We wanted to learn
if residents would be interested in interest-centric events. We provided a list of events
based on the most popular meet ups on meetup.com. We chose interests that we
deemed appropriate for an apartment building and were not overly specific

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Survey Questions
Online Tools Questions(Both Surveys):
If your building has an online resident portal, what do you use it for?
(Check all that apply)
We provided a list of actions based on our interviews and competitive
analysis. Our interviewees mainly used their online portals for basic
functions like paying rent and contacting management. We wanted to
learn if this was true for other residents.

Comments(Both Surveys):
Is there anything else you’d like to tell us about your experience living in
an apartment building?
We wanted to provide a space for respondents to add any additional
information or comments about their apartment building.

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016
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Data Data
Survey
What type of living space do you rent?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What is your approximate average
household income?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What is your approximate average
household income?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What is your age?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
How many floors are in your building?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
How long have you lived in your building?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What kind of area do you live in?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What amenities does your complex offer?
(Check all that apply)

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What amenities does your complex offer?
(Check all that apply)

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
The last time you planned to use an amenity in your
building but decided not to, what was the reason for not
using the amenity?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
Not including anyone you live with, how many people in
your building do you know?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
How often do you go to building-hosted community
events?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
How strong is the sense of community in
your building?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What do you like most about your
next-door neighbor?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
What do you like least about your
next-door neighbor?

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
If your building arranged these types of events or
clubs, which of the following would you be interested in
attending? (Check all that apply)

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
If your building arranged these types of events or
clubs, which of the following would you be interested in
attending? (Check all that apply)

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
If your building has an online resident portal, what do you
use it for? (Check all that apply)

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Data Data
Survey
If your building has an online resident portal, what do you
use it for? (Check all that apply)

Survey A, 11 participants
Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Survey B, 36 participants
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Initial Usability
Study Plan
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Initial Usability Study Plan
After actualizing our ideas into a prototype it was important for our team to
quickly test the assumptions that we made about design. We developed simple
scenarios to test for the following goals:
•

Identify if the information architecture is intuitive

•

Identify what interactions users expect

•

Uncover issues with usability and terminology

•

Understand the level of information that users expect

•

Understand what information is important for them.

Method
•

Convenience sampling - testing with whomever is available

•

Research team tested at least 3 people each

•

Documented visually through pictures and compiled notes.
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Initial Usability Study Plan
Participants:

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Participant Number

Age

Profession

Education

Residence

1

34

User Researcher

MS HCDE

House, Seattle WA

2

24

User Researcher

MS HCDE

House, Seattle WA

3

24

Physical Therapy Aide

BA Psychology

House, Seattle WA

4

24

Physical Therapy Aide

BA Psychology

House, Seattle WA

5

24

Physical Therapy Aide

BA Psychology

House, Seattle WA

6

24

Physical Therapy Aide

BA Psychology

House, Seattle WA
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Initial Usability Study Plan
Study Script
Scenario Introduction
Read to participant:
“You recently received a promotion that required you to relocate to Seattle. You
decided to move into a luxury apartment building in downtown Seattle to be close
to your job. Along with a variety of amenities, the building has some online tools to
make apartment living more convenient. In the following tasks, you will be asked to
use a prototype of this online tool.”

Task List
5. You hear from your neighbor that they want to go to one of your building’s

1. Your dryer has started making a funny noise and it takes a long time to dry your
clothes. Using the site, how would you expect to get someone from maintenance

events and you’d like to find more information. Where would you look for event

to come and fix your dryer?

details? What kind of information would you expect to find?

6. Your neighbor is making a lot of noise at 11:45pm on a Wednesday. If you had an

2. You’d like to pay for this month’s rent. Where would you go to pay your rent?

early morning the next day, what would you do? If this wasn’t the first time this

What would you expect to happen? Do you find the provided information useful?

happened, is there anything else you would do?

3. You’re having some friends over and you’d like to use a grill on the rooftop

7. You have some friends driving into town for the weekend and you would like to

patio. Using the site, how would you reserve a grill? Do you find the provided

get them a parking pass in community garage. Where would you go to reserve a

information useful?

parking pass? What information would you expect to give?

4. You are expecting a package. How would you expect to be notified when your

8. Take a moment to explore the site. Do you have any questions? Is anything

building receives it?

missing? Is there anything else you’d like to do? Is there any information that you
cannot find?
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Second Usability
Study Plan
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Second Usability Study Plan
Study Goals
The goals of this usability study are the following:
•

Validate design decisions on information architecture and included features.

•

Gather feedback for future design iterations.

Scope of the Study
Usability Study Date: 3/5/16
Participant Number: 8 participants
Session Length: 30 minutes

Sampling Method
We selected 6 individuals that live in the Seattle and 2 individuals that live Phoenix
area. All our participants either currently live or have lived in a luxury apartment.
They are all young professionals in their mid to late 20’s with a combined household
income of over $75,000 a year.
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Second Usability Study Plan
Participants:

Liv2202 HCDE Capstone 2016

Participant
Number

Age

Gender

Profession

Education

1

25

F

Structural Analysis Engineer

BS Aerospace Engineering

2

26

M

Structural Analysis Engineer

BS Aerospace Engineering

3

26

F

MBA Student

BS Mechanical Engineering,
Working on MBA

4

26

F

Mechanical Engineer

BS Mechanical Engineering

5

25

M

Electrical Engineer

BS Electrical Engineering

6

26

M

Structural Analysis Engineer

BS Aerospace Engineering

7

26

F

Audiologist

Phd in Hearing Science

8

27

M

Sports Sales Consultant

BS in Sales and Marketing
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Second Usability Study Plan
Procedure

Task List

We conducted a usability study in the Seattle area with 6 participants on March 5th,
2016. On the same day, an additional study with 2 participants was conducted in
the Phoenix area. Each session in the Seattle area included a moderator and a note
taker while the sessions in the Phoenix area required the researcher to act as the
moderator and note taker.

1. Your dryer has started making a funny noise and it takes a long time to dry your
clothes. Using the site, how would you expect to get someone from maintenance
to come and fix your dryer?

2. You’d like to pay for this month’s rent. Where would you go to pay your rent?

We went to the homes of each participant to conduct each session. The moderator
verbally explained the scenario and asked participants to think aloud as they were
completing each task. The moderator defined thinking aloud to participants as
explaining what they are doing and why they are doing it. The moderator also asked
participants to say what they expect to see on each screen.

3. You’re having some friends over and you’d like to use a grill on the rooftop patio.
Using the site, how would you reserve a grill?

4. You are expecting a package. How would you expect to be notified when your
building receives it? How would you expect to select how you would like to be

The moderator explained to participants that they will be using a prototype to
complete each task and that not everything on the prototype is functional. The
moderator asked participants to explain what they expected to happen if they
select a part of the prototype that wasn’t functional. During the Seattle sessions, the
moderator asked probing questions while the note taker took notes on the session.
While in Phoenix, the researcher continued asking questions while collecting notes on
the user’s’ responses and actions. Each session was completed in 30 minutes.

notified?

5. You hear from your neighbor that they want to go to one of your building’s
events and you’d like to find more information. Where would you look for event
details?

6. Your neighbor is making a lot of noise at 11:45pm on a Wednesday. If you had

Study Script

an early morning the next day and this wasn’t the first time this happened, what
would you do?

Scenario Introduction

7. You have some friends driving into town for the weekend and you would like

You recently received a promotion and have decided to move into a luxury
apartment building in downtown Seattle to be close to your job. Along with a variety
of amenities, the building has some online tools to make apartment living more
convenient. In the following tasks, you will be asked to use a prototype of this online
tool.
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to get them a parking pass in the community garage. Where would you go to
reserve a parking pass?
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